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Abstract: Event extraction is one of the most useful and challenging Information Extraction (IE) tasks that can be used in many natural language processing applications in particular semantic search systems. Most of the developed systems in this field extract events from English texts; therefore, in many other languages in particular Arabic there is a need for research in this area. In this paper, we develop a system for extracting person related events and their participants from classical Arabic texts with complex linguistic structure. The first and most effective step to extract event is the correct diagnosis of the event mention and determining sentences which describe events. Implementation and comparing performance and the use of various methods can help researchers to choose appropriate method for event extraction based on their conditions and limitations. In this research, we have implemented three methods including knowledge oriented method (based on a set of keywords and rules), data-oriented method (based on Support Vector Machine (SVM)) and semantic oriented method (based on lexical chain) to automatically classify sentences as on-event or off event ones. The results indicate that knowledge oriented and machine learning methods have high precision and recall in event extraction process. The semantic oriented method with acceptable precision minimizes the linguistic knowledge requirements of knowledge oriented method and preprocessing requirements of data oriented method; and also improves automatic event extraction process from the raw text. Next step is developing a modular rule based approach for extracting event arguments such as time, place and other participants involved in independent subtasks.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, large data volumes which can be very easily accessed are available. But searching and finding appropriate and required information inside these sources have become a challenging problem; therefore, Information Extraction (IE) was created and developed to extract pre-specified information from the raw text in order to organize it in a structured format. Event extraction is one of the most important and difficult tasks which identifies events and related information by the raw text.

First some event extraction basic concepts are explained and then event extraction process and use are introduced.

According to Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) standard the following concepts are defined:

- Event: Something that happens in the specific time and place like occurrence of a particular crime or incident.
- Event Trigger: The main word which most clearly expresses an event occurrence.
- Event Argument: The mentions which are involved in an event (participants).
- Event Mention: A phrase or sentence within which an event is described, including triggers and arguments.

One of the most important applications of event extraction system is in the information search and question answering systems. Due to the large volume of documents, certain systems to automatically detect and extract relevant information are needed. In fact, automatic event extraction from the text is an essential need for new search systems, therefore events and relations are considered to be document metadata which facilitate search in general and semantic search in particular [5].

Event extraction can be used in text summarization process. In this case, extracted event with related description are the basis of summarized text. This technique can be applied in various domains such as extracting news events from the related documents and increasing the efficiency of news systems, so that the news messages can be selected more carefully and based on user preferences. In addition, event extraction is used widely in the medical domain [5] and extracted medical and biological events are used in many researches. Event extraction is also used in other domains such as e-commerce applications [14] and sport events detection [1].

Event extraction generally consists of two stages. In the first stage, sentences that describe specified event are marked and in the second stage, event arguments such as time, date, place and other participants involved in events are extracted.

1.1. Related Works

Although, event extraction is relatively new, valuable research has been done in this area. Automatic event
Event Extraction has started from Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) project in [23] which is done by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This project develops technologies to extract events from news stream and track the progression of these events over time.

In this project, a set of pre-defined templates are used for specified event information. IE process has been done by mapping different rules and grammars.

Then, automatic event extraction was followed by ACE program in 1999 [3]. The objective of this program was to develop technologies to process and extract desired information from the natural language documents. This information includes entities and relationships which were gradually incorporated into the ACE program; and finally in 2004 eVent Detection and Recognition (VDR) task were also added.

It can be said ACE program is a way to standardize IE tasks, which is used to evaluate other systems.

In addition to the two mentioned systems, more researches have been conducted in this area, which use different methods for event extraction. These methods are different in linguistic level, the number of ontologies, required lexical resources, supervision level of human and domain specificity.

According to Hogenboom et al. [12] event extraction methods used in these researches, can be classified as follows:

- **Data Oriented Event Extraction**: Data oriented event extraction approaches rely on quantitative methods in order to discover relations. These approaches require large text corpora in order to develop models that approximate linguistic phenomena. The main problem with these methods is that they do not deal with meaning in the discovering process. They also, require large volumes of data. However, since these methods are not based on knowledge, neither linguistic resource, nor domain-expert knowledge is required; hence, it can be a proper way for people who are unfamiliar with linguistic information.

- **Knowledge Oriented Event Extraction**: Unlike data oriented method, knowledge oriented text mining, relies on patterns and rules which represent expert terminology and linguistic knowledge. Information is extracted from the text using predefined or discovered linguistic patterns. This approach reduces the problems of statistical methods which result from the lack of attention to the meaning of the text. It also, requires much less data in comparison with data oriented methods. But it needs lexical knowledge and possibly prior domain knowledge to define patterns which are able to retrieve desired and proper information. Other disadvantages are related to maintaining and improving patterns; and that these patterns are usually domain specific and may not cover all situations.

- **Hybrid Event Extraction**: Despite the advantages of both data oriented and knowledge oriented approaches to event extraction, usually a combination method is applied to overcome the disadvantages of both approaches and to achieve the best result. In fact, hybrid approach is a compromise between two previous approaches.

Related articles and researches categorized based on the three mentioned approaches are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Extraction Approach</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>et al. [12]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>SVM and Lexical Modeling</td>
<td>ERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Oriented</td>
<td>Gurrin et al. [13]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Lexicon-Syntactic Patterns</td>
<td>Different Domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xu et al. [25]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Using Seeds and Pattern Learning</td>
<td>Reveiwed Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollock et al. [18]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Clustering-Pattern Matching</td>
<td>Related Domain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classifying sentences describing an event is an important step in event extraction process and influences the accuracy of the process.

According to different IE approaches and methods, and each specific application, a researcher is faced with various options. Implementation of these methods and comparing their performance and use can provide the researcher with a better view and help him select a method based on expected possibilities and use.

### 1.2. Contributions

Most event extraction systems support English and European language texts. For many other languages like Arabic and South Asian languages, a research need is felt. In addition, Arabic language is an ancient language with many historical documents which provide valuable information for researchers. So, systems to automatically extract information are required.

Our event extraction system is the first one in historical Arabic texts. Due to specific linguistic characteristics and more complex linguistic rules of Arabic literature in comparison with others, event extraction in this language is more complex. In addition, a historical Arabic text has a relatively different structure from a modern Arabic text and that increases the complexity.

On the other hand, we use raw texts with unstructured format as input dataset which have different linguistic structures. In other word, our system can extract events from any historical Arabic text.

In this research we develop relatively complete set of linguistic patterns to extract person related events in
particular die event in historical Arabic text with the help of linguistic expert team. So, event extraction can be done with high accuracy (above 90% precision for die event) by this system.

This research consists of two main stages: The first step is classifying sentences as on-event or off-event with three different methods and comparing their performance and use. The first method is a rule based one which uses a set of trigger keywords and linguistic rules regarding each of them in order to determine sentences containing events. The second method is a machine learning classifier for learning on-event sentences using linguistic features of words or sentences and evaluating their accuracy using test documents. As the last method, a semantic oriented approach is used to determine on-event sentences. This method applies a lexical chain based on training text, to classify test sentences.

### 1.3. Organization

In the next stage we implement our event extraction system with a modular approach. So, event information is extracted independently and does not affect the other extraction process. The outline of the paper is as follows: The next section explains data and materials, section 3 describes various methods for event extraction which are used in this research; section 4 explains experiments and their results and in the last section we conclude the paper and state future orientation.

### 2. Data and Material

We have used two textual datasets for training in this research. The first one is computer research center of Islamic sciences, NOOR co. dataset which contains about 12000 die event paragraphs and its size is about 6.08 MB. This dataset contains texts from historical Arabic books such as Murujadh-dhabab, Al-Tabaghan Al-Kobra, Ya’qobi, Ansab Al-Ashraf and so forth. This dataset is formatted as XML file that provides related information about each paragraph such bellow:

```
<Title ID="1" Name="الدم (ع)"
     <SubTitle Name="لغةيامسنس"/>
     <Parag Parag="854347" WordFrom="20"
            WordTo="24"
            Addr="1111\;1555"
            تاريخ الطرح: 1; صن: 555">
     حديث: نسيم دلال. حديث: إمام علي بن أبي طالب.
     مافي: إمام حجة نجلاء ستيكي. فلاحي بلويس.
     </Parag>
</SubTitle>
</Title>
```

It is worth to mention that we have only used the raw text for this research.

The second dataset is the text of 11 volumes of the great book of Al-Tabari, Islamic history for training our model in other events (except death). The size of this dataset is 15.5 MB and has about 20000 sentences.

The test dataset for both above mentioned training sets is the text book of history of Ibn-Khaldoon vol.1. This dataset size is 1.85 MB and it has about 5000 sentences.

### 3. Proposed Approach

In this section, we describe required data preprocessing and our system architecture and their components.

#### 3.1. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is a necessary and time consuming step in the most IE systems. In this step data is converted to appropriate format required for IE process. The first step in our research is also raw text preprocessing.

Required raw text preprocessing in this research includes tokenizing, word stemming, Part Of Speech (POS) tagging, noun and verb group detecting (base phrase chunking) and name entity recognition. However, base phrase chunking and name entity recognition are only used in argument extraction and are not used in sentence classification as on-event or off-event.

We use AMIRAPOS Tagger [10] for tokenizing, POS tagging and base phrase chunking, Khoja [13] stemmer is also used to specify words stems. Also, some steps of the research require converting characteristic data to equivalent numeric values and we use Sally tool [19] for these. Noor ANER system implemented by Bidhendi et al. [8] is used for tagging name entities in the text with some settings for tagging places.

### 3.2. Event Extraction Methods

Event extraction includes two main stages: Event mention detection (sentence classification) and argument extraction. The following section describes the implementation of these stages.

#### 3.2.1. Sentence Classification Stage

In this stage, sentences are classified as on-event or off-event. In this research, we use three methods including: Data oriented method, knowledge oriented method and semantic oriented method for sentence classification. Then, their performance and use are compared. In the following section we present more detailed descriptions of these methods.

#### 3.2.1.1. Rule based Event Extraction

In this method, first a list of trigger keywords for each event was obtained by an expert team. The types of these keywords were noun, verb or other types of words which represent events. Then, based on trigger keywords and other linguistic conditions (such as POS
tag and stem) various linguistic rules were applied to the text by using a hand coded program in order to extract event phrases and tag event mention. In this system, an event trigger may be presented by more than one word. In this case represented words may be separated by other words within the event mention.

3.2.1.2. Machine Learning based Event Extraction

We don’t require expert linguistic knowledge and rule induction in this approach. At this step we implement a sentence classifier and multiple term classifiers using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method. SVM classifiers have proved to be robust in high volume text classification. A Set of used attributes for term classifiers includes:

- Words or Phrases of each Instance.
- Word Stem of each Word.
- POS Tag of each Word.

We run Library for SVM (LIB SVM) [16], which is a SVM classifier, in all possible combination of attributes. In other words the classifiers are taught using; all attributes, two attributes out of three and just one attribute which only contains the original words and later the results produced by the implementation of them on a set of tests are compared.

Then we use a SVM classifier for sentences classification as on-event or off-event sentences. SVM classifier trains on-event or off-event sentences using attribute values of train dataset. The Set of attributes in this case are as follows:

- Stem words in training dataset with a frequency greater than 10 are considered to be a set of features.
- Stem words with related POS tag as stem-POS in training dataset are other features, such as “ Mort “ VBD” which is a stem word of die event (Mort) in the past time (VBD).
- “Status” Attribute which represents instance status as on-event or off-event.

Each sentence in train dataset is an instance that is configured as sequence of 0 and 1 value. Each word of an instance is compared with attributes set and if they are matched, value of 1 is assigned to the related column and otherwise 0 is assigned to it.

3.2.1.3. Semantic based Event Extraction

Due to positive impact of semantic methods in IE process, such methods have been applied. A lexical chain is a sequence of related words in writing, spanning short (adjacent words or sentences) or long distances (entire text) [15]. The use of lexical chain in event extraction process has been previously proposed by Sangeetha et al. [20] for English texts. Applying lexical chain to Arabic texts due to the lack of programming interfaces in order to communicate with Arabic word net and extract synonymous words is more difficult.

In this stage, event related lexical chains were automatically constructed by using Arabic word net [7] and training dataset sentences containing related events.

There are different algorithms to construct lexical chain; the method used in paper [20] with some changes was applied. In this method, we first preprocess sentences that contain desired event and applied POS tagger and remove stop words. Then, extract all synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms of each word in sentences from word net. Synonyms are presented in the first level and hypernyms and hyponyms are presented in the second level. For each pair of candidate words, each sense of the word $W_i$ is compared with all other senses of word $W_j$. If the match occurs, the words $W_i, W_j$ and a list of matched words in the sense representation are included in the chain. Along with the matched words, path length with respect to the current level of matching and frequency of the word is also stored. Finally a lexical chain related to the desired event is selected. All of the above tasks were done automatically by a hand coded program.

To extract events by the lexical chain, each sentence in test dataset is searched for words in the lexical chain. Sentence score is calculated based on the number of words included in a lexical chain. Sentences with higher score are considered as more relevant to the desired event. In order to, determining threshold score value for finding relevant sentences, lexical chain was applied to train dataset which has only relevant sentences and then the lowest score of sentences was selected as the threshold score value.

One of the main advantages of using lexical chain in event extraction process is improving the automation of extraction so there is no need for an expert to determine keywords and rules (needs for knowledge based methods); also no need to create specified data format and determine and initialize key attributes (needs for machine learning methods). In this approach only by determining sentences containing desired event and applying lexical chain construction program, words relation has been formed and event related words have been placed in lexical chain. Then, we can apply this lexical chain to other texts and tag sentences containing event.

3.3. Argument Extraction Stage

Argument extraction is a complex and challenging task in an event extraction research. This stage requires further expert linguistic knowledge and complex rules. In this stage due to the high performance and existence of the knowledgeable team of experts, we use rule based sentence classification outputs for extracting arguments. We the nuse shallow parser modules for tagging grammatical relations in on-event sentences.
and finally extract each argument type using rule based methods. Our system architecture is shown in Figure 1.

- **Step 1**: Preprocessing.
- **Step 2**: Sentence Classification.
- **Step 3**: Subject-Verb-Object Detection.
- **Step 4**: Argument Extraction.

3.3.1. Shallow Parsing

Shallow parsing module is required for extracting event argument using rule based methods. This module is a syntax analyzer and determines grammatical relations including subject-verb-object in on-event sentences. The inputs of our shallow parser module are text, noun, verb group tags and NER tags. This module uses a rule based method and maps grammatical rules like [11] to extract the triple subject, verb and object in each instance.

3.3.2. Rule-based Argument Extraction

Argument extraction stage uses a rule based method and prior step output to extract events argument according to ACE standard definition. In ACE standard some arguments are general event attributes which apply to the most events like TIME-ARG and PLACE-ARG which refer to the time and place of events respectively.

Some arguments are specific event attributes and apply to a specific event like VICTIM-ARG which is a specific argument for die event. In this system, each argument type performs the process of extraction independently and has specific rules, so lack of some information in common text sentences, do not have any effects on the following extraction process. The process of each argument type extraction is as follows:

- **TIME-ARG Extraction**: For extracting time role in an on-event instance, we first specify time phrases using time keywords and pattern matching technique. Then, we match the event time extraction rules to extract time role.
- **PLACE-ARG Extraction**: The Place of event is also a general argument like time which must be extracted in most event types. We use NER tags and event place extraction rules to specify event place. Also, as an additional way we use determinant particle like “في” (“in” in English) which is followed by places (في “in” and "Basra") to specify places and increase extraction accuracy.
- **Event Participants Extraction**: We use syntactic labels created in the prior step and apply related rules to extract other event roles such as victim and agent. In case of the module failure due to prior step errors, we use NER and POS tags to specify sentence entities and map other rules to extract the related roles.

4. Experiments and Results

In this research we evaluate our experiment using performance measures metrics precision, recall and F-measure. We describe our experiment in the two main stages in the following.

4.1. Sentence Classification

As mentioned above we implement three methods for classifying sentences as on-event or off-event ones. In this section we introduce these systems implementation and their performance results.

To run the rule based event extraction system, a list of trigger keywords was prepared by the expert team. Using these keywords and determining related rules for desired event, phrases containing event was detected. This program has very good results. There are errors that have been often related to the prior steps in other words POS errors. Stemmer errors also cause some errors in event extraction stage. Table 2 shows the number of each event keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Keyword Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, some sentences which contain event in training dataset in the Table 3 are presented. The underlined words are triggered words for die event in Arabic language, which our program applied related rules and recognized them and tagged these paragraph as an on-event paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Example (Arabic)</th>
<th>Example (English)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aas, and Ikrimah ibn Abi Jahl, and Bakr</td>
<td>Amribn Saeed ibn al-Aas, and IkrimabnAbiJahl, and Bakr</td>
<td>Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>سيد كلية على غرب الأسوار قرارة الاصل</td>
<td>Hadi has told us of tribulations that</td>
<td>Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ميت في كربلاء تارخ 1142 هـ.</td>
<td>Al-Muhsin bin al-Abbas Waqif has been killed in Karbala.</td>
<td>Noun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Examples of on-event sentences for die event in training dataset.
As you have seen in the examples 2 and 3 in Table 3, this program does not rely on one word triggered or verb triggered. Phrases such as “حضرت الوافاة” (dying) and “حاجة” (funeral) are also considered as well as noun words such as “حاجة” (funeral).

In the next step, we implemented SVM classifiers using the same dataset and different attribute types and numbers for term classification. Performance results for these classifiers presented in Table 4 show that the best result is for all feature based classifier. We used LIBSVM classifier, which is a kind of SVM classifier. First we must have preprocessed dataset.

Table 4. Performance result of different applied systems for sentence classification for the event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>On-Event Class (%)</th>
<th>Off-Event Class (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword based Classification</td>
<td>96.15</td>
<td>94.75</td>
<td>95.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Terms + Term + POS)</td>
<td>96.67</td>
<td>71.19</td>
<td>99.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Terms + POS)</td>
<td>96.67</td>
<td>71.19</td>
<td>99.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Terms)</td>
<td>95.45</td>
<td>71.19</td>
<td>99.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Sentences)</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>70.77</td>
<td>99.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Chain based Classification</td>
<td>90.33</td>
<td>89.58</td>
<td>94.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each characteristic feature value must be converted into an equivalent numeric value in order to be processed by SVM. For this conversion, the tool was used and then by using a hand coded program each sample data together with its relevant attributes was converted to an appropriate LIBSVM classifier in order to build a proper model.

In generally LIBSVM input format is as follows:

```
<Label><index1>:<value1><index2>:<value2> ...
```

Which label is the predicted value and other values are attribute values.

Following example is LIBSVM input format for word “توفي”:

```
1: 0 و 1: 0 2: 0 3: VBN_MS
```

Where label 1 is for the die event and the first value is the original word, the second value is the stem of the word and the last value is the POS of the word. Having created the models by LIBSVM, we applied these models to test dataset which is Ibn-khaldoon history of Islam book vol.1 and tagged data as 1 (on-event) or 0 (off-event) which has above 80% F1-measure for die event see Table 4.

SVM Sentence classification is also, done with Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm which is provided by the Weka framework [24].

We train model with 1562 features for die event which is train dataset words with frequency greater than 10 and their stem-POS features. Performances resulting from this case are shown in Table 4.

In the last stage for event sentence classification, we constructed lexical chain. For each event related lexical chain, we must use training documents related to the desired event.

We have firstly extracted lemma’s words using Buckwalter [9] software to search these words in the Arabic word net and extract synonyms, hyponym and hypernym of each word. Then, we applied our lexical chain construction program to create documents lexical chains. Then, among these lexical chains, we selected that lexical chain which is related to the desired event. This lexical chain after removing low frequency and high path length items applied to test dataset is tagged on event sentences.

We have constructed lexical chain using both original words and stemmed words and compared their performance. Using stemming mode we can reach more efficient performance. In this mode, the words of training documents have been stemmed and later we applied lexical chain construction program.

Also, in testing process, firstly all of the words have been stemmed and then have been compared with event related lexical chain words. Comparing lexical chain words and words of test sentences, each sentence gives a score according to the shared words. More shared words are equal to more probability for describing the event in the sentence. In this research, for determining threshold score value to find relevant sentences; we apply lexical chain to train dataset which has only relevant sentences and lowest score of sentences selected as threshold score value. Performance result has been shown in Table 4.

As the results show, the best result of sentence classification based on F-measure was for Keywords based classification. SVM with all features (terms+stem+POS) has also high results, that if there is required domain knowledge for knowledge oriented approaches or large amount of data and required preprocessing for data oriented approach, these methods are the best choices. But, lexical chain based method has an acceptable precision about 70% and high recall about 92% for detecting on-event sentences; Advantages of using lexical chain is that in this case there is no need to high domain knowledge or large amount of data as well as preprocessing phase and formed attribute values. This method is the best choice in many situations.

4.2. Argument Extraction

For extracting argument we use Computer Research Center of Islamic Sciences, NOOR co. dataset which is a large volume dataset containing about 12000 die event paragraphs. Several events may occur in one paragraph. Performance results for argument extraction module in 420 paragraphs are shown in Tables 5, 6 and Figure 2. This module extracts argument with overall precision 80.51 and recall 71.29. However, a large number of errors in this stage belong to the prior step errors like POS tagger, stemmer and NER tagger that have affected our results.

Table 5. Performance results in argument extraction step for die event.
Table 6. Average and overall performance results in argument extraction step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F-measure (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Results</td>
<td>75.27</td>
<td>65.42</td>
<td>70.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Results</td>
<td>80.51</td>
<td>71.29</td>
<td>75.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Comparing performance results in argument extraction process.

System implementation and rule mapping was done using C# programming. Some output instances of argument extraction module are shown in Table 7. Underlined words are extracted information. As it is shown in example 4 in Table 7, one argument such as victim in the above example can consist of several instances. Also in this example, time argument consists of two parts that one part is at the beginning and another one is at the end of the sentence.

Table 7. Examples of argument extraction outputs for die event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Example (Arabic)</th>
<th>Example (English)</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>في السنة فترة إمام محمد الامام الموت في رحلة إلى الحج وتم قتلهم في الرحلة</td>
<td>In the sixth year his mother took him to his maternal place while going on a pilgrimage. They died on the pilgrimage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>تبيب</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>معروف كان في الأماكن الخالدة عين القلعة</td>
<td>Al-Mahdi was killed in the palace of Kufa.</td>
<td>حاكم</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>أبو حسان بن أبي بكرvirtual</td>
<td>Abusus e bin Abubakr was killed in Ajnadeen. That is in: Mur Al-Safar day</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>في ميقات في رحلة إلى الحج</td>
<td>In a place to a pilgrimage.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>إن شاء الله</td>
<td>If it is God's will.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>وفُقد اسْمَ عَلَيْهِ الْفَارِثُ</td>
<td>And when Abu Omer Al-Zaharathad's servant died and his corpse fell into the Kufa. Then fell the man for this.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ليصلح عَمْر مُصْدَرُ</td>
<td>Ali beckett told us of Hail of Abe bin Hosain of Abad</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also there is only a victim role and other roles don’t appear in the sentence in example 5.

Our system is able to detect pronoun reference such as victim in the example 6. Also, a sentence may include several event instances which all of them are extracted with corresponding argument.

In example 7 place argument is not specified. This error is caused by NER error in tagging this place as place entity and to kenizer error in separating some prepositions like “ب” which are located before “النبع” in the above example.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Due to the wide use of event extraction in many natural languages processing applications, there are high research needs in this area.

In this research we implemented an event detection and extraction system for the classical Arabic historical texts.

The linguistic complexity of the Arabic language and different structures of historical texts are the research challenges.

We could not compare this research results with other studies, because it is the first one in historical Arabic texts and due to different linguistic characteristics of modern Arabic texts and historical ones comparing these is not true. But we have compared different methods results which used in this research.

In this paper, we used different event extraction approaches including knowledge oriented, data oriented and semantic oriented approaches to sentence classification as on-event or off-event in Arabic documents. Based on prerequisites and required conditions of each approach implementation and execution, expected accuracy and precision, we can select the best one for the event extraction.

Knowledge oriented method requires linguistic rules and trigger keywords and leads to high precision and recall values.

Data oriented method, which is a SVM classifier, requires a large amount of data and many data preprocessing to create models and can produce high efficient results.

Semantic oriented method, which includes lexical chain construction and applying it to documents, does not need high domain knowledge, large amount of data and many data preprocessing and can reach an acceptable precision and high recall for the event extraction. Figures 3 and 4 show performance results for different event types.

Figure 3. Comparing all methods f1 (%) of on-event class for six event type.

Figure 4. Average and overall f1 of on-event class for six event type.

In the next stage, our system uses rule based approach and extracts information based on lexi-
syntactic rules. System architecture includes a modular structure. Event information is extracted independently, so extraction failure in one element does not affect another one.

As future work, we can increase attribute number in SVM model and evaluate performance of SVM based classifier.

To improve lexical chain method, we can involve other factors, (in addition to the shared word number between the lexical chain and the processing sentence) to tag event sentences, like the time of verb words and POS of words in training document words to apply them as impacted factor in the testing process.

For argument extraction, we can create rules automatically using rule induction methods and few primary rules. In such systems, requirements to the expert linguistic knowledge will be less.
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